Electoral program of Archangel Michael
And here is the cornerstone of the system of the State and
the Homeland of Free People.

RULES FOR FREE PEOPLE
Written in the morning on Christmas December 25, 2017 within 1.5 hours.
The Constitution of Free People is the 10 Commandments for the time of the
existence of the New Earth given at the end of the rules.
The Sejm, Senate, ministries, offices and existing legislation are being
eliminated - the only form of government for Free People is Data Base Service,
in which acquired knowledge is collected and straight-documented results of
field research in a given industry. necessary information and simple and
understandable standards are collected for the benefit of the given industry,
entire communities and the entire Homeland. Database Service selects the
given community in an email or text message. Each of the Database Services
can be revoked at any time by a vote of no confidence by the members of the
given industry or community. Detailed rules of creating standards, functioning
and service of Data Bases will be established by the Free People in the form of
industry statutes.
The Office of the President is left to represent the Nation outside and to
consider the complaints of the Nation and show grace. The rules of appointing,
dismissing, acting and serving the Office of the President will determine the
Nation of Free People in the statute.
Competition is abolished, banks - including money, corporations, stock
exchanges and commodity exchanges - introduce the principles of cooperation
of Free People on the basis of contribution, and the granaries and warehouses
of crops are built, goods and services are also built in the form of databases of
Principles of contribution will be elaborated and made aware of Free People by
spreading these noble ideas and wanting to spread them. Contributionism
gives everyone the right to access goods on the basis of equality. This
eliminates social inequalities and poverty, and implants widespread prosperity.
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Cooperation is introduced in place of competition. Firms and small, small and
medium-sized enterprises will have the character of family businesses, with the
Family being and owners of companies and farms and all employees regardless
of nationality. The statute will define the protection of the owner and
employee in a given company or holding and the scope of activities. Companies
and large and very large farms will have the supervision of the whole
community or the entire Nation. Details of the divisions and supervision of
people over such companies and farms will be determined by the Free People
collectively in the statutes of companies and farms. Companies and households
will cooperate on the basis of the Cooperative, sharing their work, knowledge
and experience wisely and fairly. Each investment is carried out on the basis of
a preliminary design or submission of works placed in Databases and keeping a
Construction Diary in which specialists make necessary entries about
performed works and information about construction changes and changes in
the method of foundation and attach necessary results of measurements and
tests. After completing the investment, the Construction Log and Attachments
are entered into the Databases. The Free Design People after the social debate,
taking into account the opinions of specialists from given industries, will decide
about the initial design form or the form of notification of works for given
investments.
1 correction. Financial settlements are introduced in the international
exchange of goods and services until we implement the principles of
Contributionism in Nations cooperating with us.
The Nation's industry system is created - industries and new industries are
registered by the Office of the President, establishing the necessary order in
this respect. In every industry, the Council of Wise Men appointed and
dismissed by its members establishes simple standards and principles of the
industry. The Council works only periodically to make changes and
improvements and to improve the quality of work and its simplification.
Forms of production - in the Free State of Man, only high and very high quality
goods are produced, giving up the production of sells and giving up the
production of bad and poisoned food, including the abandonment of GMOs.
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This is done for the health of Free People and to shorten the work of Free
People.
Forms of ownership - about what belongs to a given Free Man, and as to the
whole given Community or to the entire Nation will be decided by Free People
within a given community and within the whole Nation in the form of
amendments to statutes or constitutions determined in the vote after the
debate held under Communities or within the Nation. Each foreigner who is an
employee or guardian or spouse is a part of the Nation. Communities are:
villages, cities, municipalities, provinces and the state - as well as universities
and schools as well as institutes, religious groups, associations, as well as
companies and farms.
Caregivers People requiring care - such carers are treated as employees, as if
they were doing a job.
The activities of courts, prosecutors and police are complemented by the
supervision of Free People over their activities. In case of bad actions, the Free
People will issue a vote of no confidence in the body or its member to appeal
them. Training of judges, prosecutors and police on principles such as in every
field of education, maintaining the principles of sharing knowledge and
experience between the master and student as described below.
Is annulled evidence and passports and other forms of registration of people the only distinguishing sign of the Free Man is name / surname and full
signature and a shortened signature - the self-carers or parents or godparents
sign for the ward / protégé. An electronic and telecommunications form of
signature is also introduced; via e-mail or via SMS.
The current registration obligation ceases are annullet - the only form of the
Free Man's report is his entry or entry of guardians into the book of the
residents of the house or facility.
The pre-school and school obligation is abolished - Carers, and later Child Free
is already conscious chooses the form of his own education and chooses the
teacher = master. Proposals for forms of education and self-education:
kindergarten and primary school and current schools, individual teacher /,
training in loose discussion groups and other organized groups, eg on the
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example of cooperatives or associations, education by parents / guardians and
self-study using the available literature and media as well as databases. In cases
of acquiring professional skills, the master-student principle applies. The
student chooses his master / masters and is supposed to practice with them
until he gets the right skills confirmed by the master. The final confirmation of
the acquired knowledge or skills is an exam in front of the Examination
Committee consisting of masters and students of a given industry, appointed
and recalled according to established rules of the industry statute.
The coercion of treatment or the coercion of vaccinations is abolished - Free
people decide whether and how they want to heal themselves until they are
aware of their deeds. The Free Child also has the same rights when his selfawareness is already shaped, the individual case is confirmed by the guardian
or in disputable matters by the closest community who knows the Free Child
and who cares about his development with love and wisdom.
Freedom of Religion - introduces the principles of freedom of religion and
mutual cooperation of beliefs for the good of the Homeland of Free People and
for the good of all Beings, including Animals and Plants. Faith misusing this
principle will be eliminated by Free People through a vote of no confidence.
Soldiers and the Army - Soldier can only be a person recognized as capable of
serving the Homeland by the appropriate Commission after consulting the
doctors / healers, priests and the community in which the Person was brought
up or educated. The rules for the creation and operation of the army will be
agreed collectively by the Free People in the statute of the army with the
participation and taking into account the proposals of the Soldiers.
And now the Constitution:
Commandments of the New Earth
I AM GOD'S FULL LOVE OF MERCY, THE COUNCIL OF PEACE AND KNOWLEDGE MY GLORY IS INFINITE - I AM STONE IN YOU AND IN EVERYTHING IN THE
VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE UNIVERSE.
YOU WILL BE THE ENTIRE HEART AND FROM ALL STRENGTHS STRUCKED TO
FULL UNIFICATION WITH ME - THOSE LIVES IN YOU - TO UNIFICATION WITH
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THE SOUL WITH THE HEART AND THE BODY - TO ACHIEVE THE IMMORTALITY
OF THE SOUL AND THE BODY.
YOU WILL RESPECT AND LOVE YOUR PARENTS TEACHERS NEIGHBORS PRIESTS
THE ENTIRE HUMANITY AND ALL BEINGS IN THE WHOLE WORLD AND
UNIVERSE- BECAUSE YOU WILL BUILD THE CIVILIZATION OF LOVE, THE
CIVILIZATION OF THE COMMUNITY CARING FOR ALL, TO EVERYBODY TO MAKE
HAPPY
YOU WILL HAVE ONE WIFE, YOU WILL HAVE ONE SPOUSE AND complied THE
FIDELITY IN THIS AND NEXT LIFE - YOU WILL BUILD GOOD AND HAPPINESS OF
YOUR CHILDREN AND THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY - and strive to TOTAL PURITY,
And LET THE SACRIFICE LET'S STAY IN PURITY AND COMPLETELY DEVOTION TO
ME - THEN YOU WERE FREE
YOU WILL RECEIVE ANY POWER, CONCERNANCE AND POWER - YOU WILL
IMPROVE THE MAXIMUM SIMPLIFICATION OF LAW AND DECIDE THE
AUTHORITY AND LET YOU CREATE LOCAL COMMUNITIES THAT WILL BE ACTED
ACCORDING TO THEIR OWN COLLATED ESTABLISHED RULES. YOU WITH
PLACING served ENTIRE COMMUNITY SHARING IS FREE AND enthusiastically
their knowledge and skills WITH EACH AND HELPING EACH LEAD DECENT AND
USEFUL LIFE WITHIN THE COMMUNITY TO ANY ESSENCE OF TALENTS serve the
whole community - BECAUSE I gave you those talents to serve ALL
YOU WILL BE EVERYTHING DO AVOWEDLY TO BUILD A DATABASE CONTAINING
KNOWLEDGE OF HUMANITY AND MAKING CULTURE TO EVERYONE CAN USE IT
FOR FREE. LET YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND EDUCATION WILL BE FREE AND
SUBSIDELY AVAILABLE
Thou shalt not kill, or enslaved ANY BEING IN THIS OR IN ANOTHER DIMENSION
- therefore You Resign from leading OF WARS from colonialism, from the
conquest from the OCCUPATION MILITARY OR POLITICAL OR ECONOMIC AND
WITHDRAW FROM ANY FORM OF CONTROL OVER OTHER - THIS MATTER
USING THE WHOLE YOUR KNOWLEDGE SKILLS AND ENGAGEMENT to remove
any SUFFERING AND ON EARTH AND OTHER DIMENSIONS TO EARTH WAS SAFE
AND HAPPY - therefore resign from genetic experiments FOR YOURSELF AND
OTHER beings - THIS MATTER NOT YOU KILL ANY BEINGS, NO MAN, NO
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ANIMAL AND NOT ANY PLANT, YOU WILL NOT DAMAGE YOURSELF OR OTHER
HEALTH - BECAUSE I AM LIVE - YOU WILL BE MAKE THIS TO BE FREE AND COME
TO ULTIMATE UNITY WITH ME.
YOU WILL NOT BE STEAL AND BETRAY AND EXPLOIT OR PRACTICING USURY OR
MAGIC OR OCCULTISM OR STUPEFY OR WAS PUSHED IN ANY DESIRED - YOU
WILL GET OUT OF IT TO BE FREE
YOU WILL NOT SHOCK ANYONE OR LEAD TO WRONG WAY - AND THOSE WHO
MAKE WRONG YOU WILL BE WISELY TEACHED they have been converted THAT SINS AND SATAN WILL NOT HAVE POWER OVER YOU
ALL THINGS YOU WILL LEAVE IN TRUST ME TO YOUR GOD THAT I AM LIVING IN
YOU TO QUARD YOU ON ALL OF YOUR WAYS

ARCHANGEL MICHAEL
You came down to the Earth with the Blue Ray You Righteous ARCHANGEL - KING.
In front of You wields the Sword of Eternal Truth And you cut off chaos and pain.
Righteousness, You shine, Love is spreading You do not give up when difficult time.
You bravely protect the Rights of our SOUL You are hugging us to Your Heart.
You restore the law wherever You are Where do you put your feet there, shine?
And your wisdom makes us wisdom Because in the hearts of God, you keep the Holy Laws.
You Uninterested, You Righteous You Beloved Michael Our Wrap with Your Power Human Space In order to be safe in the ages.
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Your face as a pure diamond And the Law of Your Harmony is vibrating.
In front of you, I bow to eternal That you are looking for the Righteous among us.
Today with Love, MY ARCHANGEL I lay my heart at Your feet And honestly, keep people faithful YOU LIGHT GATES OPEN TO US again.
Ewa A. Bednarczyk
Warsaw, 6 September 2006.
2 amendment. Bargains, Occultists and Mages are accepted by the Free People
Society only until they do no harm to Free People and other Beings who do not
act to the detriment of Free People.
This law - or rather the commandments - is not a compulsion - it is a recipe for
a better and happier life - a difficult and demanding recipe - but a recipe. When
you adapt to these guidelines, you will quickly make the world smarter and
happier - and above all give it a chance to survive.
Your incarnate Heavenly Father = Legislator
The above can be treated as an election program of Archangel Michael - on
this earthly field of Jacek - Mieczysław Jacek Skiba

From the book's design: Earth and Humanity enslaved by law and technology what are the forces of darkness and selling elites about ?
From the chapter: What system for free people ?
As I've said for slaves, it's easy to choose a system. Everyone is fit and they are
able to impose more and more burdens on everyone - and they, reconciled to
their fate, will bravely endure it. They will not even notice when they have
become total slaves - as described earlier.
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It is much harder to find a good social system for the Free People - who in all
respects this Freedom in themselves feel - and such and only such will soon
tread on this Earth. Such as I AM.
The only system that I see today as being suitable for the FREE PEOPLE is the
contribution of contributism proposed by Michael Tellinger from South Africa
from the UBUNTU movement. Contributionism assumes that there is no
competition anymore - instead there is cooperation and cooperation only. It
presupposes giving up not only usury but even money altogether. Therefore, it
assumes that there is no more payment for the goods and that there is no
trade - there is even no barter or exchange of goods. On the other hand, there
is a joint development of goods and a shared fair sharing of these goods - that
is contributionism. Everyone in such a beautiful system puts their talent and
multiplies it - for the benefit of all members of the community. Each
community gives in such a beautiful system other communities what they
need, and what we have in excess - and vice versa. There is no competition in
such a beautiful system, there is no exploitation of the weak and there are no
poor - there is no evil - and there is no poverty = deprivation. Because it is
simply universal prosperity = abundance. If such a system with the help of
Michaell Tellinger and Members of the UBUNTU Movement is introduced in
Poland, I guarantee that within one decade there will no longer be anyone in
our homeland who has suffered any shortage.
It is logical that in such a beautiful system, one always strives to simplify life in
every field. So unnecessary robots and unnecessary work are being removed.
And all unnecessary paper are for sure rejected; a stack of documentation,
decisions and permits. Do you already know what I'm saying to you?
In a few simple sentences I strike your consciousness - that you understand because I assure you that everything is only a matter of the Awareness - open
and developed like in Michael and He's similar - or closed, as it is in most of you
today. So open yourself - open - and we will know the well-being, peace and
tranquility that have never been here before.
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The above from the design of my fifth book: Earth and Humanity enslaved by
law and technology - what are the forces of darkness and selling elites ?

These and other materials available on the hamster (chomik), blog, website.
I invite you.
PS http://chomikuj.pl/mjacek2013/Documents [here are current materials, you
have to log in to download for free], http://www.przeslanie.com - my site,
http://jacek2016.blog.pl - my blog,
https://plus.google.com/u/0/108181152670139080095 - Google+

Happy message:

PS
The latest happy news from Canada. One small city introduces the UBUNTU
movement plan - life without money! Cool ! Bravo!

From my post:
Original message:
Od: "Michael Tellinger" <freedom@journeys.ubuntuplanet.org>
Do: mjacek2013@interia.pl;
Wysłane: 18:38 Sobota 2017-12-30
Temat: Update from Mayor Ron Higgins 28 Dec 2017
Update on the First UBUNTU One Small Town Canada
Greetings Ubuntu Supporter
Please view the video update by Mayor Ron Higgins of North Frontenac,
Ontario Canada.
https://www.facebook.com/100011645298261/videos/466955203702652/
With the latest developments and progress with the implementation of the
UBUNTU - One Small Town - plan of action to revitalise and uplift the town
and surrounding areas. Keep going Ron, you are an inspiration to millions
already.
In unity - Michael Tellinger
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Moje tłumaczenie:
Aktualizacja na pierwsze UBUNTU jedno małe miasto w Kanadzie
Pozdrawiam Stronników Ubuntu
Obejrzyj aktualizację wideo burmistrza Ron’a Higgins’a z North Frontenac w
Ontario w Kanadzie.
https://www.facebook.com/100011645298261/videos/466955203702652/

Dzięki najnowszym osiągnięciom i postępom w realizacji projektu UBUNTU One Small Town – wdrożono plan działania mający na celu ożywienie i
poprawę stanu miasta i okolic. Rób tak dalej, Ron, jesteś inspiracją dla milionów
już.
W jedności - Michael Tellinger
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